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The argument 

Comparing two versions of a mathematical text, an migi
nal by Courant and Robbins (text A), and its transforma
tion according to a widely used psychological system of 
readability (text B), one is tempted to say: text A cannot be 
read but can only be reread, whereas it is exactly the oppo
site with text B 

2 After a presentation of some examples of visualizing math
ematical information in textbooks, the complementary 
properties of the visual vs the verbal-numerical symbol 
systems are summarized 

3 Some experiences with graphic devices in mathematics 
education are discussed 

4 The varied use of the balance metaphor is demonstrated 
On the other hand, mathematics insti uction, thiOughout 
its history, has never got rid of its traditional qualms about 
the metaphorical The following verdict quoted from the 
preface of Freud's Principles of Algebra ( 1796) is still quite 
current " Numbers are there (in Mclaurin's Algebra) 
divided into two sorts, positive and negative; and an at
tempt is made to explain the nature of negative numbers, 
by allusions to bookdebts and Other arts Now, when a per
son cannot explain the principles of a science without ref
erence to metaphor, the probability is, that he has never 
thought accurately upon the subject" (p X) 

5 Choosing a sample of mathematics books - university 
textbooks as well as school books- and a "random page" 
hom each for inspection, we find a very clear contrast 
along a "verbal versus visual'' dimension between the two 
types of books The result of this little expeiiment at first 
surprised me very much After a while I at last began to 
understand how the diverse conceptions of mathematics, 
that is traces, of knowledge about mathematics, could be 
read off' the textual surface (The individual's relation to 
knowledge is the essential problem ) 

6 The widespread "over-methodization" of textbooks is a 
very illurni.nating symptom. It not only demonstrates a 
detrimental bias of didactical activity towards method, but 
also has an insufficient epistemological basis. Every 
evaluation of the relation between knowledge and its tex
tual description implies a view on the other relation be
tween reality and knowing that reality 

7 Some tentative conclusions are proposed: 

1. 

- The character of school mathematics is essentially alge
braic 

- Visual cognition, predominantly of diagrams, ideo
grams and other graphic devices, plays a dominant role 
within a good textbook 

- Instruction which is too method-oriented will often 
tend to neglect visual cognition 

- Excessive methodization of textbooks is a significant 
sympton in this direction 

In Germany the most frequently used system fOr improv
ing the readability of (mathematical) texts if that of 
Schulz v Thun and Gotz. The authors offer a psychologi
cal conception of intelligibility crystallized in the follow
mg 

I Simplicity (short sentences, simple syntax ) 
2 Organization - order 
3 Terseness- precision 
4 Additional stimulation (varied and personal style ) 

The authors assign the greatest importance to criteria 1 
and 2. In their manual "Mathematik verstiindlich er
kliiren" (p 47-49), they present, as an example, a quotation 
from Courant/Robbins Was ist Mathematik together with 
a version which they themselves produced by applying 
their system to the text of Courant and Robbins 

I ext A 
Kommensurable Strecken 

''Vei gleicht man zwei Strecken a und b hinsichtlich ihrer Gr0-
/3e, so kann es vm kommen, da/3 a in b genau r-mal enthalten 
ist, wobei r eine ganze Zahl darstellt. In diesem Fall kOnnen 
wir das Ma/3 der Strecke b durch das von a ausdriicken, in
dem wh sagen, da/3 die Lange von b das erfache der Lange 
von a ist. Oder es kann sich zeigen, da/3 man, wenn auch kein 
ganzes Vielfaches von a genau gleich b ist, doch a in, sagen 
wir n gleiche Strecken von der l 3.nge a/ n teilen kann, so da/3 
ein ganzes Vie1f3.ches m der Strecke a/n gleich b wird: 

(I) b = (min) a 

Wenn eine Gleichung der Form (I) besteht, sagen wir 
daf:l die heiden Strecken a und b kommensurabel sind da 

sie als gemeinsames Ma,B die Strecke a/n haben, die n-mal 
in a und m-mal in b aufgeht" 
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I ranslatiou: 
"In comp&ring the magni~udcs of two line ::;cgmcnt.s a and b, it.may 

happen that a is contained in b an exact integral num~z· r of tunes. 
In this case we can express the measure of the segment b m terms of that 
0 { a by saying that the length of b is r times that of a Or.it. may .turn 
out that while no integral multiple of a cquak; b, we can dtv1dc a mto, 
say, n equal segments, each of length a/n, such that some integral mul~i
ple m of tbe segment a/n is equal to b: 

(I) b = !!!a. 
n 

When an equation of the form (1) holds we say tba.t the two segments 
a and b arc commen8Urablc, since they have as a common mcnsurc the 
segment a/n which goes n times into a and m times into b 'l'hc totality 

........ 

of all segments commensurable with a will be those whose length can be 
expressed in the form (1) for some choice of integets m and n (n ~ 0)" 

(Courant/Robbins 1978) 

Text B 

Kommensurable Strecken 
"Man sagt: zwei StTecken sind kommensurabel, wenn sie 
ein gemeinsames Maj3 haben Was bedeutet das: Ein ge
meinsames Maj3 haben? 
- Angenommen, eine Strecke ist 3 em, die andere 9 em 
lang Die beiden Strecken sind kommensurabel: Sie haben 
als gemeinsames Maj3 3 em Es paj3t in eine Strecke genau 
I mal, in die andere genau 3 mal 
- Angenommen, eine Strecke ist 6 em, die andere 10 em. 
Auch diese sind kommensurabel Das gemeinsarne Ma,8 
ist 2 em: Es steckt 3 mal in der ersten und 5 mal in der 
zweiten Strecke. Selbst fUr 2 Strecken von z B 1 67 em 
und 4,31 em Lange Eij3t sich Ieicht ein gemeinsames Maj3 
fin den: 0,0 I em Es ist 167 mal in der ersten und 431 mal in 
der zweiten Strecke 
Was sagen uns diese Beispiele? Zwei Strecken sind kom
mensurabel, wenn die eine Strecke (oder ein Bruchteil von 
ihr) in der anderen enthalten ist, ohne daj3 ein Rest 
bleibt " 

At a first glance it appears as if indeed the original presen
tation has been improved considerably Courant/Robbins 
seem too much focused on some very fUndamental ideas 
(concept of rational number) and seem a little bit locked 
within the perspective of full-fledged mathematicians 
somewhat ignoring the mathematical capabilities of the 
intended reader But of course the fundamental ideas are 
essential and these are not conveyed into the second text. 
literally there seems to be the same in both texts, but a 
text taken only literally and transformed according to 
semiotic judgments alone must - as in the case above -
miss the essential message The "improved" version B has 
lost all relevance because it appears to be "closed" 

The authors themselves describe theii improvements by 
saying that text B has the following properties 

- simple short sentences 
- concrete style instead of "abstract' 
- contains examples 
- essential rule emphasized 
- no diagrams or formulae 
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The last point especially seems a very great disadvantage 
because it takes away the essential generalization (the 
number concept as well as the concept of rationality) and 
turns the passage into a text without a problem. As soon as 
one confiDes the discussion to decimal numbers and does 
not use vaiiables as well as line segments to signifY quanti
ties or the number concept, one has a given common mea
sure to start with 

lo continue our discussion, it might be helpfUl fOr the 
moment to distinguish between the levels of text semiotics 
vs .. mathematical content Text B can be read but cannot 
be reread It is read completely in linear-temporal order 
and it is, as it is read, understood without difficulty and in 
a literal sense only Text B certainly represents a type of 
text which may have dominated in our literate societies 
over the centuries in the form of economic or other 
numerical accounts, legal documents, administrative 
regulations, instructions for use, etc 

Text B represents a generally accepted form of written 
communication, and this general acceptability obviously 
puts certain contr3.ints on the epistemology: fOr instance, 
inductive reasoning, concentration on particular exam
ples, identifying ideas with their definitory descriptions 
and considering concepts as names of objects, clear cut 
yes/no distinction 

For the majority of people printed texts have very sel
dom been the instruments of speculative and exploratory 
thinking 

Text B, therefOre, meets very well in a certain sense the 
social standards of literacy Both its merits and its defici
encies, the relationship to-knowledge and the type of 
schooling it expresses, these and other questions have all 
to be evaluated according to the general context indicated 
above 

I ext A, regardless of all its insufficiencies which have 
partly been taken care of by v. fhun and Gotz, represents 
an endeavour to initiate the reader to the science of math
ematics in general and to attune him to a certain type of 
activity Eco describes this textual strategy: 

"Many texts make evident their Model Readers by implicitly 
presupposing a specific encyclopedic competence Fm in
stance, the author of Waverley opens his story by clearly call
ing for a very specialized kind of reader, nourished on a 
whole chapter of intertextual encyclopedia: 

(I) What could my readers have expected from the chivalrous 
epithets of Howard Mordaunt, Mortimer or Stanley, or 
from the softer and more sentimental sounds of Belmore, 
Belville, Belfield and Belgrave, but pages of inanity, simi
lar to those which have been so christened for half a cen
tury past? 

But at the same time text (I) creates the competence of its 
Model Reader After having read this passage, whoever ap
proaches Waverley . is asked to as.sume that certain epithets 
are meaning ··chivalry"' and that there is a whole tradition of 
chivalric romances displaying certain deprecatmy stylistic 
and narrative properties 

Thus it seems that a well-organized text on the one hand pre
supposes a model of competence coming, so to speak, hom 



outside the text, but on the other hand works to build up, by 
merely textual means, such a competence" (Eco 1981, p 7 /8) 

In mathematics instruction, the fundamental generaliza
tions play an impmtant role for this strategy of 'open' 
texts, and generalizations are represented by variables. 
They are, on the one hand, the starting point, the advance 
organizer or essential context fOr reading a mathematical 
text They fmm the regulative basis for any activity On 
the other hand, understanding the essential ideas and hm
damental concepts is the task and the goal which con
fronts the reader of the text Theoretical generalizations 
thus serve at the same time as starting points and prob
lems, as means and ends for the learners' activities 

How are these distinct but closely linked roles of the 
theoretical ideas realized within the text? It is obvious that 
theoretical concepts, and especially mathematic generali
zations cannot be identified with their definitory descrip
tions ["the theoretician's dilemma", cf. Tuomela 1973, 
pJ] although "proceeding strictly on the basis of an inter
pretation accepted beforehand" constitutes a very essen
tial part of mathematical activity (hence the permanent 
advice given to students when they begin learning math
ematics: "take the definitions literally and strictly!") 

From a dynamical point of view, theoretical concepts 
thus show a complementaristic structure as their meaning 
is both operational and representational, and mathemati
cal texts have to be understood both literally and meta
phorically In particular, "variables" and other diagrams 
are principally linked to metaphorical understanding [cf. 
Otte 1981 p22/21] On the other hand, it has been argued 
[cf Hamad 1982; Lakoff/Johnson 1980, esp. p.l08f] that 
metaphm, considered as a matter of conceptual structure 
and not as merely a linguistic phenomenon, can h:uitfully 
be investigated from a perspective of "spatialization" OJ 

iconic representation 

When we compare texts A and B once more, we notice 
that B is, on the level of verbal language, by fiu the bette,r 
text Language is very well suited to express units which 
are precise but rather bare in themselves, their effective
ness resulting from sequential order The phonetic alpha
bet is a perfect concretization of this fact It has led some 
people to think of mathematics and technical science as 
linear systems defined by time. 

"Remember that written notations of music, words and 
mathematics are merely formulae fm the memmization of 
fundamentally auditory systems, and that these fmmulae do 
not escape fi:om the systems' linear and tempmal character 
The ear can hear an equation on the telephone; it cannot hear 
a map " [Bertin 1981, p 17') 

On the other hand one could argue as well that math
ematicallanguage is entirely visual and that mathematical 
writing demands the greater freedom of the two dimen
sions of the plane .. Mathematical thinking is very much de
pendent on visualization, and because of the dominance of 
(spoken) language as an essentially auditory system in 
communication, difficulties may arise in doing and com
municating mathematics. 

The French mathematician R Thorn even argues that 
"the dominant influence of the spoken word in the West 
has resulted in an alphabetical or syllabic system ofwrit
ing and the expression (signifiant) has violently subjugated 
the meaning (signifii) ... [Thorn 1975, p 329; for a more 
elaborated and balanced account, see Leroi-Gour han 1964 
esp. chap. VI] And the great American philosopher and 
mathematician C S Peirce (1839-1914) held the view that 
the only way of communicating an idea was to do so by the 
visual means of icons or diagrams 

"Diag~am is a word which will do fOr any visual skeleton 
form in which the relations of paits are perspicuously exhib
ited, and are distinguished by lettering, or otherwise, and 
which has some signification, or at least some significance A 
system of equations written under one another so that their 
relations may be seen at a glance may well be called a dia
gram Indeed, any algebraical expression is essentially a dia
gram "[Peirce 1976, p 345] 

In fact the most important aspect of text A, establishing its 
open and creative character, is the fOrmulae and diagrams 
in it And it seems as if we could make such a statement 
even without considering the details of the subject matter 
of the two texts A and B By just looking at those texts and 
comparing them, we get the idea that the possibilities of 
mathematical writing as well as of intellectualization de
pend on visual representation and geometrical interpreta
tion This would imply that certain epistemological ques
tions in mathematics are subject to an "investigation by 
the human eye" 

Comparison of text A and text B has led us to two essen
tial phenomena, to "metaphor" and to "graphics" in 
mathematical texts If there is a relation between those 
two at all, it will certainly be a very complex one, and one 
difficult to investigate 

Before pursuing these ideas further in the sections to fol
low I would like to stress the fact that the type of investiga
tion aimed at in the present paper has to make use of all 
forms of cultural life Quotations from the field of text 
semiotics or even literary criticism seem necessary and 
helpful for a descriptive epistemology Both in linguistics 
and in the theory of literary criticism, for instance, there 
exist themies of"spatial form in narrative", which seem to 
me highly interesting Some of these theories suggest fm 
instance, 

that the literariness of a nanative work, its specific artis
tic quality, may be defined as the disjunction between story 
and plot- that is, the manner in which the writer manipulates 
and distorts causal-chronological sequence 

And it fOllows that every narrative work of art necessarily in
cludes elements that may be called spatial, since the relations 
of significance between such elements must be construed 
across gaps in the strict causal-chronological order of the 
text 

It is obvious that the closer the stmcture of a narrative con
forms to causal-chronological sequence, the closer it corre
sponds to the linear-temporal order of language Equally ob
vious, however, is that such cmrespondence is contrary to the 
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nature of narrative as an art fOrm Indeed, all through the his· 
tory of the novel a tension has existed between the linear· 
temporal nature of its medium (language) and the spatial ele· 
ments required by its nature as a work of art " 
(Frank, J 1981 p. 234/35) 

Here again we find a connection with the semantics of 
metaphor: Eco, in an analysis of Finnegans Wake, puts 
forward the thesis that the mechanism of metaphor is es
sentially based on suppressed and therefore hidden con
tiguity. [cf Eco 1981, ch 2] 

2 .. 
Diagrams or other graphic devices very rarely occm with· 
out verbal explanations in mathematics texts because they 
usually involve conventions referring them to the "stream 
of social consciousness" and causal-chronological action 
The need for reverbalization or verbal commentary is also 
linked to the exploratory status of these visualizations 
Diagrams often imply a tremendous condensation which 
sometimes makes their effective handling for operational 
purposes rather difficult A textbook example: 

Proof 

Lctr= J 
I'hus 

and 

Pfl o/11 = PJ :;jjl r 

= 

"lr=n1 
-l 

I'hcrcforc, in this case, 

Figure 1 
G Spencer~Brown (1979, p 23) 

.'iubstiwtion 

tiH!OJI.:nl 2 
(twi,;~.;) 

order 
(twice) 

substitution 

theorem 2 

thcoH:m. 7 

Any formula, for instance the formula giving the area of a 
triangle, has essentially two sides On the one hand, it is an 
operational diagram providing a procedure to perform a 
well-specified task (a calculation}. On the other hand, it is 
an idealized or abstract model which shows relationships 
and aspects essential for the terms in question Conceived 
as a model, such a diagrain serves explanatory and ex
ploratory purposes (cf Otte 1980] 

To firn:l the area of a triangle, multiply 
the base and the height Then take 
one half 01 the product 
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Figure 2 
McGraw·Hill (1981, p 172) 

Figure 2 demonstrates quite clearly that a presentation in 
verbal language is very suitable for operational interpreta
tion, but that an idealization of the problem depends on 
variables and other diagrams Therefore "mixed presenta
tions", following Eco's statement that a well-organized 
text, on the one hand, presupposes a competence and 
works to build up this competence on the other, are appro
pr-iate sometimes: 

I'll<.: SD i~ ju111 the l m ,, ~it.c uf the deviations l"nllll !he avet'age A~ <l 
funuula 

SD Vavcntgc of (deviutlons from avcragcf 

Figure 3 
D Freedman (1978, p 63) 

Number is the most important aspect of logical and se
quential mathematical language People, who -like statis
ticians or EDA-experts- have to work a lot with numeri
cal data, may develop a sensitivity for visualization as a 
necessary complementary facet. An elementary but very 
effective 'graphical method' in EDA ( = Exploratory Data 
Analysis) is the so-called stem-and-leaf display The 
simplest- and most usefUl - meaningful mark is a digit 
By taking certain digits as the stem and one more as the 
leaf, we can stack up the leaves on the stem Thus, 39, 31, 
and 33 combine to yield 

l/913 

which is compact, quickly written, and easily scanned 
Figure 4 shows an application of this technique (stem-and
leaf display) to a simple example Extensions and modifi
cations to meet a variety of problems are easily possible 

Heights of 219 of the world's volcanoes 

A) STEM-and··LEAF-·-unit -100 feet (rounded) 

8 
18 
40 
58 
80 

103 
/(18) 

98 
78 
66 
51 
38 
28 
20 
15 
13 
10 
8 
6 
5 

0 99766562 
1 9761009630 
2• 6998776654442221109850 
3 876655412099551426 
4 9998844331929433361107 
5• 97666666554422210097731 
6 898665441077761065 
7 98855431100652108073 
8 653322122937 
9• 377655421000493 

10 0984433165212 
11 4963201631 
12 45421164 
13• 47830 
14 00 
15 676 
16 52 
17• 92 
18 5 
19 39730 

Figure 4 
JW Iukey(l977 p 73) 



And replying to the question "Why are graphics useful?" 
Tukey said: 

.. Human beings perceive visual patterns more readily than 
patterns in collections of numbers. This is especially im
portant in exploratory data analysis because pictures 
dramatically reveal things that we did not expect to find in 
the data. By contrast, numerical summaries tend to cover 
up any structure that they were not specifically designed 
to handle " [p JO] 

I ukey's statement implies an essential connection be
tween the "numerical character" of the methodology of 
classical statistics and its being oriented towards mere 
hypotheses testing, its being confirmatory rather than ex
ploratory Graphical methods serve, according to Tukey's 
view, above all exploratory functions. There is a diverse 
tradition of ideas of this kind. [Tukey 1977, Macdonald
Ross 1979] 

Skemp, in a similar vein, summarizes the "contrasting and 
largely complementary proper ties of the two kinds of sym
bols" in the following way: 

Visual 

Abstracts spatial properties, 
such as shape position 

Harder to communicate 

May represent more individual 
thinking 

Integrative, showing structure 

Simultaneous 

Intuitive 

Verbal-numerical 

Abstracts properties which are inde
pendent of spatial configuration, 
such as number 

Easier to communicate 

May represent more socialized 
thinking 

Analytic, showing detail 

Sequential 

Logical 

[Skemp 1971, p.lll We have changed the heading of the 
second column from "verbal-algebraic" to verbal
numerical"] 

Classifications of this type represent simplifications 
which must be handled with great caution and reserva
tion A "principle of complementarity" would seem ap
propriate which takes into account that effective com
munication and cognition will always depend on an 
interaction of both types of symbols With regard to 
school mathematics, we think that the natural numbers, 
the discrete and the visual means of plane geometry, are 
two types of representation of fundamental importance 
and that a principle of complementary interaction of both 
types of symbols is essential when mathematical knowl
edge is presented to pupils 
If one should not want to have the above term of "com

plementarity" seen as mere wording, one must develop 
some ideas about the concept of "activity", which is the 
means of mediating between the subject and the text. The 
introduction of a dualism as above is neither whimsy nor 
simply a manipulation of form; but understanding it- that 
is, understanding the properties of different symbol sys
tems in a purely objectivist manner, - would turn the 
reader's activity into a mere process framed by the text ac-

cording to a behavioristic stimulus-response model. I exts 
of programmed instruction would be the prototypes and 
paradigms for all textual materials Hence to the question, 
"Is the text or the reader the source of meaning?", we 
should have to reply: "neither or both!" How can we be a 
little more specific? Both the subjectivist and the objecti
vist account of understanding consider metaphor as 
merely a deviant form of normal usage of language or as 
void. [cf Otte 1981 p.25, Lakoff/Johnson 1980 chap 
26-28] In the sections to follow, we shall therefore con
tinue to contrast the above described duality of the symbol 
systems with the complementarity of literal vs metaphori
cal understanding in an exemplary and experimental way 

3 .. 
The above classification often has epistemological and so
cial connotations The geometric-graphical symbol system 
shows something like a "Gestalt" (like wholeness of ap
pearance OI pattern of relationships), the numerical sys
tem helps to establish order, infinite progression. Some
times one extrapolates from these aspects, asserting that 
iconic imagery does not have a voluntary status in behav
ior comparable to verbal-numerical representation 

Classification, in particular, is a fundamental operation 
of knowing in school. Arithmetical representation is often 
seen, in mathematical education, as rather closely linked 
to formal logic and as especially appropriate for classifica
tion or for categorization This might be a good reason 
why mathematical instruction in our schools concentrates 
very much on arithmetic, whereas geometrical representa
tion is seen as serving heuristic and illustrative purposes 
only This practice cannot be explained or substantiated 
on purely epistemological grounds Gimeno (see Figure 
5), fOr instance, provides plenty of material showing how 
to use graphics for categorization and classification 
[Gimeno 1980] 

X 

v 

1 
z 
0 
-' 
0 UGNE .-;U 

~ 

::; 
~ ~ 

u ~ 

"' e ~ a: 0 

"' a: 
u "' 
2 3 

Figure 5 
R Gimeno (-1980, p 14) 

The different codes may serve similar tasks, but with ve1y 
different accentuation and dynamics If one understands 
both the "sign-models" and their handling as part and 
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fUnction of the system of cognitive activity, it is easy to see 
that different types of such models, different "visualiza
tions or embodiments", so to speak, mediate in different 
ways between consciousness and perfOrmance Thus we 
get a very rough structural description of the system of 
cognitive activity: "g~neralizations of fundamental impor
tance modelling ideas procedures" [Judin 1978, p 323] 

S .. Papert reports on an experiment in which various 
proofs of the irrationality of the square root of 2 differing 
along an "Gestalt vs. atomistic" dimension were presented 
to nonmathematicians. While the traditional algorithmic, 
essentially serial proof is experienced as very convincing 
and powerful "in the way one is captured and carried inex
orably through the serial process" (p. 202], the more 
theoretical proof (comparing the number of prime factors 
on each side of p2 = 2q2) attracts by its brilliance and 
immediacy~ but depends in its power of conviction on a 
person having "the right frames of perceiving numbers" 

In mathematics education, an empiricist epistemology 
prevails which usually does not aim at providing the 
necessary generalized frames As a consequence of formal 
pedagogical considerations, relational understanding is 
sometimes thought inappropriate fOr learners For an ex
ample, let us look at the following description of the "dis
tributive law" in algebra (2+3) 2 = (2.2) + (3 2) is pre
sented in the following manner showing that numbers 2 
and 3 have exemplary substitutional character, i e 2 and 3 
are numbers such that etc 

Figure 6 

The illustration indicates that the distributive law applies 
to all triples of natural numbers The only thing missing is 
the appropriate expression in the symbolic representation 

I he algebraic formula 
(a+b).c = a.c + b c 

may be "justified" by means of the following picture 

ac be c 

a b 

Figure 7 
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As there is no immedi:ite, direct way of reading ofl the 
numerical values for the length and width of the rectangles 
shown, we cannot but operate with symbolization by 
means of variables. Indeed, "area" here just means a bilin
ear function (a tensor), and is not related to scales At the 
same time, the distributive law's field of application is ex
tended fi'Om natural numbers to positive real numbers 

Strangely enough, Figure 7 meets· many objections 
among mathematics educators. Somebody might, for in
stance, say: "I, and probably Polya, would provide one or 
more numerical examples and try to get the students to 
make their own abstractions". Or: "The first exposition 
gives a valid proof, because it suggests the possible substi
tution of 2 and 3 by any other numbers, whereas Figure 7 
gives only a visual illustration". In fact, these and similar 
lines of argumentation frequently encountered are exactly 
those which lead to the transformation of text A into B. 

The MTR-Project at the University of Hull reported 
that, according to their results, Figure 6 and even more 
Figure 7 were "both unnecessary and confusing append
ages" of an "examples-rule" teaching sequence. The gen
erally negative effects of diagrams seems due to the com
plete negation of the exploratory possibilities offered by 
diagrams. The MIRP Report itself says that the pay-off of 
diagrams "seems to be a result of an approach rather than 
a method" This approach is described as follows: 

"When one learns mathematics, verbally, as in any subject, 
one can only receive the information linearly If, however, a 
visual representation is made, it is possible to show two ideas 
or more in juxtaposition - for example, the area of a triangle 
and the area of a rectangle If the representation is chosen 
carefully, and/or is ingenious enough, it will exhibit a rela
tionship between the hitherto unrelated ideas Thus, by this 
means one is able to show the pupils that mathematics is not 
just a series of unrelated facts but possesses many intercon
nections not only between vaiious branches, but also within 
one branch" [MIRP Report 1969, p 16] 

4 
Before continuing my line of argumentation, I shall pres
ent, in Figm es 8-15 some randomly chosen, but illustra
tive, examples of the balance metaphor in mathematics 
text books How much thinking may be triggered by view
ing a simple task like the following: 

a) Boschroibo dos Bild. Welches Gowicht hot\ em'? {1 g pro em' ist dio Eiohoit 
der Dichte.) 

b) Welchen Rauminhalt haben jeweits 1 t? 
Versuche durch Abschiitzen anzugeben, welche Ma!W dann ein WUrfel aus Stei 
und einer aus Kork mit dem Gewicht von 1 t hat 

Figure 8 
H R Jacobs (1979 p 207) 



l .nom. 

Remove [WO boxes from each pan 

Remove a circle from each pan 

lJccausc three boxes arc balanced 
by six circles, one box would 

Figure 9 

Subtr:1ct :b: from c:tch side 

3x+l=7 

Subtract 1 from each side 

3x = 6 

Divide each side by 3 

Winter-Ziegler: Neue Mathematik 6 (1976, p 139) 

UIJ 
P&i"lllcJ Nobo tuyntal k<JtHuka a f'l walylvm pust~ kla!kl/ 

Figure 10 
W Zawadowski: matematyka 4 ( 1979 p 135) 

I o me these pages show that an algebraic equation can in 
fact be looked at as an interaction and is not a static rela
tionship This dynamic view is what the metaphor of bal
ance stands for Or should we rather say it is "identity 
based on interaction" in contrast to tautological identity, 
which is based on strict, tautological self-reference a = a? 
[This would demand a classification of types of self' 
reference: "1his statement is false" vs .. This statement is 
written in italics" In the first sentence, the meaning ofthe 
statement speaks fOr itself, in the second, we find an ex
pression relating two different aspects of the same thing to 
each other Hence, we have strict self-reference in the first 
case only, whereas in the second we have interaction cf 
Levin 1982] 

The metaphor "the equation is a balance" ("the night is 
a velvet blanket") is not an operational diagram showing 
rules for solving algebraic equations In fact, this meta
phor is not at all to be understood !Iom the viewpoint of 
(mathematical or didactical) method! It is addressed to a 
very general idea, an idea fundamental to cognitive orien
tation. We may notice the (only seemingly) paradoxical 
tact, that the- general is used to explain the particular and 
not vice versa 

As to the epistemological shift involved here (which in 
our case is accomplished by an interplay of metaphorical 

construction and visual imagery), KrajewskU says with re
gard to the problem of theory reduction: 

"We explain an old themy by a new one because the latter is 
usually more general (explanans must be, of course, not less 
general than explanandum) True, in the past, when people 
tried to explain phenomena animistically they did not use 
general laws but .. explained" unknown phenomena by 
known (or seemingly known) ones The situation was similar 
with the mechanistic explanation, e g. the consideration of an 
organism as a machine However, in genuine scientific expla
nation we have an inverse relationship: we explain the better 
known by the worse known (e g the rainbow by the laws of 
optics) because we usually know particular phenomena better 
than general laws" [Krajewskij 1977 30/31] 

The terms "general" or "generalization" are not used here 
as signifying explicit theoretical knowledge, but rather as 
signifYing a level of human experience, where its different 
forms may meet (personal vs social, practical vs theoreti
cal, aesthetic vs. scientific) So I use these terms as parts of 
a meta-knowledge which is probably implicit and intui
tive 

One more example: 

[ A hislogmm balances when supported ill the <IVcrugc 

Figure II 
D Freedman (1978, p 54) 

And some more: 

/ 

Figure 12 
D Freedman (1978, p 55) 
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Figure 13 
Sorger, Freund, ROhrl: Treffl:mnkt Mathematik 6 (1980, p 

75) 

... 

.. 
. '_• ... 

I 
1 c~" tcht I 

2 c~wle\1111 

Figure 14 
1 Sealey (p 6/7) 

Compare Figures 13 and 14 with the following Figure 15, 
which seems very static and stupid 

Figure 15 
Hahn 0 /Dzewas, J : Mathematik 7 (1979 p 135) 
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5. 
This simple experiment - searching out visualizations by 
means of the balance- stimulated me to take a moderate 
sample of mathematical textbooks from my shelves and 
choose a "random" page from each for inspection 
At the university level a "typical" page might look like: 

'I'o dofina y 1, wo noto firat tha.t, for ovory hu:·go pifffio q~,~ thoro u.ro 
~ q1 numlton1 y of t.ht~ form (pJqJa, iu t.ho iutmvnl (I, 2), wlwru th(,l 

implied oonata.nt doponds onlr ona1, and th0110 ha.vo mutuoJ. diatanoos 
> "'!1

. Fu.tthel:, theroare < gl ru.tionAlafJwith b1 4ii g1 a.ndsothero lll'o 
< q numborsy aa.tiafying IY-Pl < q"i"1 fora.tlon.atoneauohfJ. We oo.n 
thorofuru wloot y 1 JW thu.t (iv) holdB, u.nd thQn, by 'l'hoorom 7 2, WIJ cu.u 
chO<.IIKI ,.\1 w thllli th1.1 comli.t.ionH oonooruing jy1 ·-P! l!ro ~U~.tildiod Wo 
shtWI ahow in a. moment tho.t iWlo (li) holda in the oaao j - 1 if g1 > 1 

Now suppose tha.t l'u , ;r1_1 lw.ve e.lready been defined to satisfy 
the above conditions; we prooood to oonatruot y1 Consta.nts implied 
by <( ot > wm depond only on the numbers so fa.r apeoifi.od, including 
possibly .\1, , .\1_, First let Jj_1 be defined like .Js-1 but with the 
additional 1'08triction thllli tho hoighl:ti of tho p in qulllit.iou .Yilti.IUy 
b3,. < q1. Clou.dy tho numbor of Pforwhich tho lu.ttol:· ineqwility holds 
is <( qJ and so Jj_1 oonaiets of <( gJ intotvula. Furthol', Jj_1 hloludoa 
-"_1 1lnd so, by (ii), we hu.vo jJj_1j ;2: !11/-11 > 1 .. It; follows that, for 
any largo prime g1, thoro uro > q1 num~ y in .IJ-1 of tho fm:m 
(p1fq1) a1, whcro p1 is un intogor < q1 with (111, q1) - 1, Furth01more, 
any such y ill in fo.ot in .Js_1, for if the height of fJ satisfies bk > g1 then 
B > qfltl" and thus, on noting that {q1Jp1) ftha.s height < q'fb, we obtain 
from Theorem 7 2 

b'-ft! > qjl(qfb)~ > 2B-1 

Figure 16 
A Baker (1975 p 93) 

A school textbook typically would be much more visual or 
graphical One reason for this difference seems to be that 
mathematicians (as well as university students of math
ematics) already have a fixed way of "seeing" mathemat
ics. This again corresponds to the fact that observation of 
the metaphorical structure of our conceptual system is, on 
the epistemological level, caused by an interest in under
standing, i.e. in the human relations towards knowledge 
and not in questions of knowledge structures as such 

Only if a page concentrates on conveying strict math
ematical knowledge in an effective and economic way does 
it begin to look similar Classical mathematics is not very 
attractive "from the eye's viewpoint": 

Urn eine Gleiohung dieaei Form l!>U erha.J.ton, geht man im allgemeinen in f0I
genden Sohritten vor. 
1 SckriU.: Ma.n logo, f11-ll11 nieh~ vo~·a;o~ol>on lieu L&<ungll~;~unUl>ol'oi~h w gruU 

wie mOglieh foot. 
2 Scl~riu.;· Falla in dei Gleiohung Blilehe auftreten, multipliziere man die 

Gloichung mit dom Hllouptnonuot· Uiii!Kir BI·Uolu,. 
J Scl•riu.. Man boooitigo vorhandOJlO Klammern durch AnWOltden doo Dit~tl'i

butivgC~~Ut.ml:l. 

4 Schriu.; Man vereinfache dio boidon Tormo dot· Gloichung dun:h Zusammon .. 
ftll!llon i:lor Smnma.ndun, dio Uio Vu.du.blo enth(l.lton L)\w dur S\IID·· 
mandon, dio dio Va.ri~blo nioht entha.lten 

6 ScliriU Man a.ddiere einen Term, der die Va.ria.ble enthii.It zu beiden Tar
men dor Gleichung, ao da.B dio Varia.blo in oinom Term der Gloi .. 
ehung nich~ 1110hr a.o(trJLt · 

t; Scl1riU Mu.n uddioro ciuen·Totm, do( dio Vru:ialllo uieht ontbii.l~. zu boidon 
Terman dor Gleichung. oo da.B der cine Torm dor Gloichung die 
Variable ontbii.lt dor a.ndero Torm der Gloichung dio Vlloriablo 
ni<.:h~ enthii.lt. 

7. ScluiU J.fun dividiero beido Te.rmo dot· Gloi<.:hung durch dOii Koeffil!>ionton 
der Va.riablon falls dieser ung;leich Null illt 



,S Schrill ;lf11on gobo di" I..i.il!uJI!;Stn""i;" hczi"•glich de!! vorgogobonon I.Oaung!l·· 
gn•ndbcn:ic!•c~ an 

BEISPIEL. 9 {5 1 2 ) : 
;>.fan JO~o dio Gioichung 

1 2 1 1 5 
"2 + ;u + 1 - 2 (:c + l) = :t" + 1 + S (det·GLundbereich sai G) 

Figure 17 
I extbook from the GDR (p 95) 

Sometimes when one is confronted with overcrowded, dis
persed and parcelled out pages one would like to have the 
uninterrupted progression and full explications of verbal 
language It may be pleasant in a market place to be all the 
time distracted by a new optical stimulus, but the excite
ment lasts only as long as the reacting attention is appro
priately rewarded. As soon as stimulus-response becomes 
something of an end in itself; as soon as an empiricist epis
temology leads to mere naming within a world full of ob
jects instead of a genetic development of useful generaliza
tions, the reader becomes both confused and bored: 

C) Eo~~ 
Die Zeiger elner Uhr zwUekgeworlaner Strahl elnes Uchtkagels blk!en 
bilden einen Winkel bilden etnen Winkel elnen Winkel 

Zwci Stnthlcn ~, und s, mit gcmcinS<IITicm 
Anf""l!-'·l'""kl S h;ilcu di~ Eh..:nc in zwci 
(ichiclc 

82 --s~~ioll 
Es cntstchcn :twci Winkel .. Wir lx::.:cichncn 
sic mit Winkel (s1 s2) und Winkel (s2 s,) 

Aur;.,·d•n·•lno"li.\"4 ~ (s,.,,J -i: (s1 s,) 
!Ju .1idi.W· '1: {s, sl)-1-;: (,, ~,) 

GobioiU 

Figure 18 

·~ 

Hahn 0 /Dzewas J (1978 p 35) 

-

If we now, fOr the moment, concentrate on good and inst
ructive examples, we find several graphic means or meth
ods flequently used. Some of those will be described in the 
following, First of all we may notice 2- (or 3-) dimensional 
organization as an aspect of this "visual character": 

Some common percents are shoWn below as fractions in hundredths 
Then they are shown in lowest terms 

"' 10:r. 20',\; ~ ~- ~tiOX, 7Q'i, 80:0, 90% 

1CIO%"' ~ or 1 

,..11% ~ l -l 

~ .. -:£ or i· t' ,..11% ~ ,1, ' 

2S%=f& orl ' ' 

Figure 19 
From an American school book 

-
1 
' 

Figure 19a 
Bertin (1981, p 181) 

Sometimes we find, in addition to this aspect, ideographic 
elements, which "speak" through the very arrangement of 
visual symbols with only a "verbalized" commentary. Un
like a diagram an ideograph does not really need a verbal 
explanatiOn On the other hand it is not unequivocal, it has 
very often to be understood "metaphorically" (remember 
the balance!) Sometimes it is important to have the cor
rect frame When looking at an ideogram. For instance, the 
graph of a function describes a relationship within a prob
lem situation and is not a picture of the situation itself 

Do WVU~a<:Z~nis Objf2loki wi~h prostopedlokia 
n6w wygodoia jest uiyt wiQkRej j&dnostki objf2!00ci. na 
p~yklad decymetra szatciennego 

.::.:goki jego l!;rawQdzi wyn~ 1 dm, a wiQC ~N~10 rrJro( 

dlui:ua od kraw1jdli ceotymetra szatcieonago 
Obj~oki proatopadloKian6w wymieaooe decymotrem 
u•iEOnoym 811 wyrai:one w decymetrach uatciEOnnych 
(dm') 

Figure 20 
W Zawadowski (1978 p 166) 

Having the appropriate point of view is sometimes a prob
lem of social psychology Gombrich has argued that "the 
visual image is supteme in its capacity for arousal, that its 
use for expressive purposes is problematic, and that 
unaided it altogether lacks the possibility of matching the 
statement function of language." (Gombrich 1974, 
p. 242/43] This observation cuts several ways with all of its 
aspects Therefore I think Cajori has hit on a relevant and 
difficult problem when he says: "The inspiration of genius 
has led to a large output of new symbols intended to ex-
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press all mathematics in purely ideographic form But this 
is a phase in the development of our science on which the 
inspiration of genius is not sufficient; there must be 
brought to bear upon this problem the wisdom of many 
minds, and that wisdom discloses itself in the history of 
the science New symbols are against the too exclusive use 
of ideographic signs." [Cajori 1924, p 941] 

In advertisements fOr tunny-fish or fOr "natural gas" we 
find a similar way of communication 

a l'huile au naturel 

Figure 21 
A Leroi-Gourhan (1964 p 277) 

1RIDENT 'lRADEMARK adoPted for North Sea Gas io Britain combines 
a symbol of du~ sea, Neptune's tridcnr, wirh hurning gas. lnirially th<: ;,J,•a 
w;« dnnc rc:olisric:~lly (illtmrniifm at left) Later it was ctv:odcd in an ub-
'rracr form making ir easier to remember 

Figure 21a 
Gombrich (1974, p 263) 

literature and advertising are two fields from which 
something can be learned about textual strategies A third 
is propaganda dming revolutionary periods in history. An 
illustrative example of textual propaganda for both new 
social ideas and political action provide the more than 
1600 posters of ROSTA ( = the russian telegraph office), 
which were published between 1919 and 1922 in Moscow, 
during a historical period of great social agitation and col
lective ingenuity .. This is not the place to study this exam
ple of mass communication thoroughly, but we should like 
to point out one of its aspects which is especially relevant 
for mathematics education. The ROSTA posters had, on 
the -one hand, to use current phrases and wellknown Ian-
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guage, but on the other, had to convey new ideas in an 
instructive and striking manner to a mass public To these 
ends, an interplay of verse and visualization was deve
loped which, by uncovering the essential metaphorical 
character. of the current and well-known verbal phrases 
made them particularly impressive .. The well-known was 
revealed as something new and unexpected, providing a 
strong motivation to learn about the new ideas [C W 
Duwakin 1975, p 84/85; for other examples of the pos
sibilities offered by the literal illustration of metaphors see 
Gombrich 1974] 

, ',jl 0DRUMA!T T!PHHII 
1 KP~CHW'J!IEIIIUUID(A 
2'7 ROSTANr 409 Oktober1920 

1 Gcnosscn! Dornlg ist dcr Wcg zur Kommun'! 
2 Es gilt, lhrcn Vorlrupp gut zu bcschuhn 
3 Eucr FuB bricht Dornen und Disteln genug: 
4 so gcht's zur Kommunc ohne Verzug 

Figure 22 
W Duwakin (1975, p 107/111) 

Figure 22a 
W Duwakin (1975, p 107/lll) 

Detail f!nm 21 ROSIA Nr 335 



We need metaphors to evoke new insight and it seems as if 
most of the conceptual system of school mathematics is 
metaphorically structured The essence of metaphm is 
sometimes seen as "understanding one kind of thing in 
terms of another", a statement which connotes that the 
seemingly concrete and known thus explains the abstract 
and general There is a demand that the new notions be ex
posed in terms of structures which the student has already 
mastered 

But we have seen (remember the balance!) that such are
ductionist themy is in no way suitable to explain strategies 
of textual presentations. In fact, to avoid infinite regres
sion, these theories would be compelled to go so tar as to 
deny the possibility of learning flum written instruction 

The relation of literal vs. metaphorical meaning signals a 
circular connection of different levels of understanding 
which seems to be essential To put it in different terms: to 
develop an understanding of a piece of theoretical knowl
edge, one must at the same time, develop some under
standing of the very nature of theories and theoretical con
cepts Knowledge is developed together with "knowledge 
about knowledge", i e meta-knowledge But the regula
tmy principles deriving from meta-knowledge are, on the 
one hand, an indispensable condition of understanding, 
and the product of the evolution of cognition on the other 
The prominent role played by graphic devices and pic
torial presentations in mathematics textbooks seems to be 
an important aspect to understanding this circular con
nection 

"Interaction" of real or allegorical characters is another 
element of the design of the Rosta posters. Dramatic dia
logue of special "characters" (which may be persons, ani
mals 01 just symbols) is also part of the non-linear, visual
ized communications of school textbooks I think drama 
is, from the epistemological as well as from the cognitive 
viewpoint, the most interesting type of text because it 
combines in a very outstanding way metaphmical accen
tuation with an utilization of the contiguity relations es
tablished by metaphorical figures in order to achieve di
rect understanding. It is no accident that the history of 
science abounds with dialogues of fundamental promi
nence 

I he following page hom a Polish text book by B. 
Chrzan-Feluch and W. Zawadowski shows a varied set of 
the textual elements described so far 

The text reads as fOllows: .. On which weekday will I be finally 
grown up? I was ten yesterday Yesterday was Sunday. My 
18th birthday should be a Sunday too I should like that. I 
should no.t like to come of age on any day during the week 
Can I figure it out? Starting with last Sunday it will be 8 years 
exactly How many days? " And the last paragraph: "417 
weeks plus 3 days. Starting with a Sunday 417 weeks leads to 
a Sunday again and still another 3 days: Monday, Tuesday, 
Wednesday I'll come of age on a Wednesday A Wednesday 
after a1l! Bye, Gapcio When will you come of age?" 

6. 

~w·jakfm driiu stan4 si' dorosty7"' 

W~ora] byly mojo dzla'si.:jl& urodzmy. Wypadly al<urat w niedzioiQ. 
Pomyl!lalem sobie, i:e m'oje osiemn!)SI& urodziny powinny Wvpa~~ w 
ponl&<b:ialek. Przeciei: nie mog4 sta~ si.Q dor0$ly w ~rodku tygodnla. Na 
poez~tlku tygodnie od poniedzialku - to :z:upelnie co !nnego. Mus·Q 
koniecz:nie obli~y~ jak to naprawdQ ~ie. 
Od Oltatnief nledzieli do moich osiemnastvch urodzin po:z:ostalo osiem lilt 
lie tO dnl? PamiQtalem, i:e lata pnestQpne mejq 366 dni a zwykle 365 
Urodziny obchodlQ 12 littopado 

/Z·y,/ 19$6 

6 365+2·3'36;.;2190+732-2922 
Do moich osiemnailvch urou;.in po:z:e&talo 2922 dni lie 'o tygodni7 

417 
2922;7 
28 
12 

_L 
52 
49 
3 

W'j,akim dniu ty &IanieR siQ dorosly? 

Figure 23 
W Zawadowski (1978 p 33/34) 

(School) mathematics is very much confined to "paper 
and pencil" intuition and a fundamental issue of the 
pedagogy of mathematics is concerned with the question 
of how to make written communication ideographic or 
how to make mathematical thinking visual and active. Al
though we have many pictures, graphics. and even much 
colour in the school textbooks of to-day, we usually find 
too little flexibility. Large parts of mathematics texts are 
used fOr mere technical advice, for cosmetic decoration 
and superficial stimuli. 1he texts aim at a precise fixation 
of every single step of the student, developing for that pur
pose an enmmous apparatus of unnecessary terminology 
which hides the fundamental ideas and causes confusion 
about the character of theoretical generalizations and 
about mathematics in particular The text confines the 
readers' activities to very narrow possibilities Mathemat
ics textbooks are very often-just as text B above- "closed 
texts" in the sense of the following quotation ffnm Eco: 
'Those texts that obsessively aim at arousing a precise re
sponse on the part of more or less precise empirical read
ers (be they children, soap-opera addicts, doctors, law
abiding citizens, swingers, Presbyterians, farmers, middle-
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class women, scuba divers, effete snobs, or any other 
imaginable sociopsychological category) are in fact open 
to any possible "abenant" decodi11g A text so immoder
ately "open" to every possible interpretation will be called 
a closed one. Superman comic strips or Sue's and Flem
ing's novels belong to this category They apparently aim 
at pulling the reader along a predetermined path, carefully 
displaying their effects so as to arouse pity or fear, excite
ment or depression at the due place and at the right mo
ment. Every step of the "story" elicits just the expectation 
that its further cour~e will satisfy .. They seem, to be struc
tured according to an inflexible project."[p 8] 

We have characterized this aspect by the term "over
methodization" (Ubermethodisierung). The textbook 
authors "desire too much" and make too little use of the 
mathematics itself Obstructive methodization of math
ematics textbooks is caused today mainly by a wrong
headed and superficial understanding of the motivation 
problem Trying to fix the child's activities in an ever nar
rower way cannot be an answer to this problem Pictures 
are used to distract the pupil's concentration so as to uhide 
away the theoretical character of mathematical generali
zations" from him Some books even say that they are not 
designed to teach mathematics better, but to help the child 
to understand why mathematics is important It is easy to 
sympathize with the humane intention, but this intent as 
well as the sympathy remain totally abstract and therefore 
harmful as long as we do not take the child (or the teacher) 
as an active and capable self and mathematics as an open 
space for that self to grow "Mathematics for everyday 
life" or "Mathematics for the real world" are titles of text
books obedient to the understanding that mathematics is 
important and motivated because it is usefUl in everyday 
business. But first of all this type of motivation does not 
work When a book suggests to the pupils that the reason 
for those many hours of arithmetic is to be able to check 
the change at the supermarket, it is not believed Apart 
from that the belief in this type of direct learning would 
lead to a behavioristic drill and routine style of instruc
tion We have seen that the "inflation" of terminology as 
well as pictures, which have no real connection with the 
ideas and which are not seriously and genuinely used, not 
only express a very poor self~organization of the books but 
are an indication of empiricist epistemology as well as of 
behavioristic psychology 

Ihe terminological inflation, especially at points of some 
complexity, is a very telling sympton indeed "Fractions" 
are such an instance of complexity Fractions, indeed, are 
the first instance where number shows its relational char
acter in an essential way Number x results from the dia
gram (1) in text A of section 1: b = x.a, where b is any 
quantity and a a standard The equation is established by 
measuring (counting, comparing etc.) Number is defined 
by the relationship between a and b, not by either a or b 
alone. If b means a set of apples, one apple will be a "natu
ral" unit and it will not be necessary to interpret x as 
designating a relation. With fractions, the situation is 
quite different My motivation for knowing fractions 
arises from the fact that many problems demand the find
ing and comparing of relevant relations There is no fixed 
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standard and neither is it settled beforehand which quanti
ties should be compared to which standards This means 
that fiactions are means for solving algebraic problems, 
not arithmetical ones 

Now research has documented that the chapters on frac
tions in German textbooks for grade 6 contain 400 special 
terms on the average, more than 30% of which occmred 
in these chapters only. [Lorcher 1976] Even the simple 
task of comparing two fractions, as fractions are defined 
very often simultaneously as "points on the numberline" 
or "part-whole relations" or "measures" and "quantities" 
or "ratios" and "quotients" or "operators" and ''ma
chines", gives rise to another flood of terms and verbal ex
pressions 

No genetic approach either to knowledge or to instruc
tion is possible without using the flexibility of theoretical 
ideas and substantial generalizations. Only the complexity 
of theoretical generalizations which are determined both 
objectively and socially makes it possible to link individual 
development to the rich possibilities of the "real world" 
And we need symbols and texts which allow us to study 
and use theoretical generalization as such, in "pure fOrm" 
Or, stated in terms of the theme of this paper: Without the 
availability of texts, no systematic and profound media
tion between the complexities of scientific, cultural and 
productive progress and the individual's development is 
conceivable The complexity of social life demands general 
organization of learning activities. In order to relate this 
process to individual conditions, representations by means 
of texts are indispensable 

This does not mean that texts or other "technologies of 
the mind" determine the content proper in a direct way, 
but they influence the way knowledge is conceived within 
a society, and the individual's relationship to knowledge. 
Such questions are usually described in terms of style, and 
as schooling establishes above all else both the individual's 
conscious and unconscious relationships to knowing, mat
ters of style are of great importance in school. 

"Indeed, like any social insight, the judgements that teachers 
make with regard to students, particularly in examination 
situations, take into account not only knowledge and know
how, but also the intangible nuances of manner· and style, 
which are the imperceptible and yet never unperceived mani
festations of the individual's relationship to such knowledge 
and know-how " [Bourdieu a o 1974, p. 338] 

Ihe sociology of education tends to see matters of style 
first and foremost as means of social st1atification while 
neglecting or even denying the cognitive potential With 
reference to the development of the style of doing geome
try and of knowing geometry, Papert writes: "Euclid's is a 
logical style, Descartes' is an algebraic style Turtle 
geometry is a computational style of geometry" [Papert 
1980, p 55] In our view it is not accidental that these steps 
in the development of geometrical thinking were paral
lelled by major changes in the means of knowing and com
munication such as the shift to alphabetic literacy 
(Greece), the invention of the printing press and the avail
ability of the computer 



7. 
Supposing that school mathematics is still tied to "paper 
and pencil technology", we may interpret our considera
tions so far by the following two theses: 

The character of school mathematics is essentially alge
braic The variable x and the algebraic equation are the 
most important of its diagrams 

As texts, being material artefacts, provide proper oppor
tunities fOr constructive rumination, algebra is reflective 
as well as exploratory. Its subject-matter is relationships 
and interactions between objects bound by paper and pen
cil intuition. Mathematics in schools is modularized and 
depends in its proceedings very much on juxtaposition by 
means of spatial fOrms and graphical devices. Even at 
points where it cannot affirm its "algebraic epistemology" 
it is not able to really stand on a different one either (i.e al
gorithmic or stochastic .) The most far-reaching and 
fundamental arguments to substantiate and justify these 
facts have been provided by C. S. Peirce I'll render two 
notations from his work which may sound at the same 
time both familiar and a bit strange: 

"Many mathematicians insist that merely talking about a 
man's income, without saying how much it is, and saying that 
$4000 being subtracted from it and the remainder divided by 
two will give the tax, at any rate going on to remark that if the 
tax be multiplied by a hundred and $4000 be added to the 
product the amount of the income will be ascertained, -some 
mathematicians insist that that is algebra, though no letters 
are used It is the spiiit of algebra, we may grant But as faith 
without works would be hollow, and confession without 
heartfelt repentance and amendment would be of little avail; 
so if you really and truly are attending to operations on the 
quantity, abstractedly from its value, you certainly will try to 
express it and them as commodiously as you can " [Peirce 
1976, p 322] 

"It may seem at first glance that it is an arbitrary classifica
tion to call an algebraic expression an icon but it is not so 
For a great distinguishing property of the icon is that by the 
direct observation of it, other truths concerning its object can 
be discovered than those which suffice to determine its con
struction Thus, by means of two photographs a map can be 
drawn, etc This capacity of revealing unexpected truth is 
precisely that wherein the utility of algebraic fOrmulae con
sists, so that the iconic character is the prevailing one" [Col
lected Papers, vol I, 279] 

Second, although the concept of "meaning" has to be 
related to realities outside language (be it mal or writ
ten), textual strategies nevertheless reflect the logic of 
extra-linguistic experience of the world 

Patticulatly the way a text refers to itself mirrors the idea 
of knowledge as well as the forms of knowing it wants to 
convey Every evaluation of the relation between knowl
edge and its description, between idea and representation 
implies a view on the other relation between reality and 
knowing of that reality. 

I he over-methodized textbooks provide a po01 image of 
mathematics by missing appropriate ways of self
organization .. If mathematics education as a field of dis-

course can, on the one hand, be defined with only little ex
aggeration as the production and optimization of textual 
materials and has, on the other, not developed any compe
tence in really understanding this medium, it would seem 
useful to explicate such a paradoxical situation more sys
tematically Excessive methodization tepresents, in fact, a 
set of symptoms, which show the diagnostic role of the 
medium of .. text" fOr all didactical questions. Over
methodization expresses first of all the reduction of math
ematics education to a bunch of mere methodical devices 
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This book is not written for the Fmious of Pace, for it would like to linger with 
the things themselves 
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